DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT (DERM)
“APPROVED AS NOTED” CRITERIA

Core Review

1. Clarify use of spaces on plans.

2. Clarify number of occupants/items on plans (e.g. Schools: kids and staff; Restaurants: seats; Beauty Salons: cutting stations; Medical/Dental office: Doctors/Dentists.)

3. Indicate items shown on plans as “Not Part of this Permit.”

4. Indicate setbacks of pool deck to property lines.

5. Clarify that finished floor is to match existing on small additions/improvements if no steps shown on plans.

6. Indicate any hearing numbers (ECQB BO#s) or permits (tree removal, Class IV, etc.) on plans.
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT (DERM)
“APPROVED AS NOTED” CRITERIA

Tree Section Review

1. Correction of typographical errors.
2. Correction of any DERM standard detail provided with missing information/dimension.
3. Show protective barriers on plans and distance from trees.
4. Indicate distance/setbacks.
5. Indicate trees to be removed/relocated/remain.
6. Indicate any hearing numbers (ECQB BO#s) or permits (tree removal, Class IV, etc.) on plans.
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
(DERM)
“APPROVED AS NOTED: CRITERIA

Industrial Review

1. Correction of typographical errors.

2. Correction of any DERM standard detail provided with missing information/dimension.

3. Indicate items shown on plans as “Not Part of this Permit.”

4. Correct size of storage containers on plans pursuant of any specifications/documents provided.

5. Indicate any hearing numbers (EQCB B)#s) or permits (IWC5, etc.) on plans.
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT (DERM) 
“APPROVED AS NOTED” CRITERIA

Paving and Drainage Review

1. Correction of typographical errors.

2. Correction of any DERM standard detail provided with missing information/dimension.

3. Correct any storm water references made on plans found to be incorrect (e.g. County Flood Criteria, BFE, October Water Table.)

4. Indicate any hearing numbers (EQCB BO#s) or permits (ERP Permits, Class II) on plans.
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT (DERM) “APPROVED AS NOTED” CRITERIA

Air / Asbestos / Stage II Review

1. Correction of typographical errors.
2. Correction of any DERM standard detail provided with missing information/dimension.
3. Indicate total square footage of material being disturbed if under 160 sq. ft.
4. Indicate materials/areas not to be disturbed.
5. Indicate allowable method of removal.